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The purpose of this thesis is to provide, through a study of five 
of Sinclair Lewis's novels, an analysis of his view of two concepts that 
have helped to mold Amerioan society, "polite society," and organized 
religion. This limitation is not meant to indicate that Lewis has not 
dealt with other American concepts, for he has. Nevertheless, I have 
chosen these two for study because, aside from the faot that I find them 
the most absorbing, Lewis has handled them with more vigor and more 
interest than he has other aspects. In addition, they seem to form the 
nucleus of other ooncepts treated by Lewis, such as "The Family" and 
"Sound Amerioan Business." 
The five novels to be investigated are as follows: Main Street, Dods- 
worth, Babbitt, Elmer Gantry, and Kingsblood Royal. Athough Lewis has 
written voluminously (some twenty-one novels, a collection of short 
stories, poetry, and criticism), it is in the novels named that he most 
fully expounds his views of the concept s mentioned in the foregoing para¬ 
graph. 
For the sake of clarity, it is perhaps necessary to give definitions 
of the terms which are the bases of this study. The expression "polite 
society," with which Chapter I is concerned, is to be construed as com¬ 
prising those characteristics that distinguish a group's behavior. It is 
employed also as a collective designation for the members of that group. 
Throughout this paper it appears in quotation marks, for two reasons. In 
the first place, the term is used by Lewis himself;^ and in the seoond place, 
- 
See Main Street, p. 430. 
ii 
iii 
"polite society" is often far from ’polite1 in the real sense of the 
word. Organized religion, which is treated in Chapter II, is to be re¬ 
garded as that established opinion which underlies the organization of 
religious sects and whioh controls, their thinking. The third chapter 
is devoted to a discussion of certain questions whioh arise from the 
analyses of the two concepts presented in the previous chapters. No 
attempt has been made to determine whether or not Lewis’s views of 
"polite society" and organized religion are altogether just. Attention 
has been devoted to Lewis's point of view, his method, and his primary 
and ultimate objectives. 
■While I was gathering material for this paper I was extended many 
kindnesses by Miss Ethel Hawkins, Circulation Librarian at Trevor Arnett 
Library, Atlanta University, for which I am deeply grateful. Acknowledg¬ 
ment is due also to Dr. Nathaniel F. Tillman, head of the Department of 
English, Atlanta University, for his encouragement, stimulation, and many 
helpful suggestions to me. And most of all I owe thanks to my adviser, 
Dr. Thomas D. Jarrett of the Atlanta University Department of English. 
Without his invaluable guidance and advice, plus his ability always to 
manufacture patience to meet the demands with whioh advisers are invari¬ 
ably confronted, I should never have been able to complete this paper. 
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Perhaps one of the keenest observers of the American scene today is 
Sinclair Lewis. Not the least remarkable feature of his work is that 
while it is set, for the most part, in the small town (as in Main Street), 
or in the medium-sized city (as in Babbitt), it holds up a mirror to 
American civilization as a whole. "Few have gone about their investigation 
1 
of society," asserts Loggins, "so determined to ferret out abuse. The 
potency of Lewis's efforts is revealed in the observation of such a oritio 
as Calverton, who remarks that "Lewis has revealed America as it had 
2 
never been revealed in nineteenth-century literature." 
As has been indicated in the preface, the term "polite society" is 
to be understood as comprising those characteristics that distinguish a 
group's behavior. Since the characters who figure in the five novels that 
have been chosen for analysis belong either to the middle- or upper-middle 
class, it is the characteristics of their behavior that are under scrutiny. 
It is not to be inferred, however, that these characteristics exist only 
among the middle classes; they are to be discerned in the lower and upper 
classes as well. Nor are they confined to the small town or the fair-sized 
city; they are to be found even in a metropolis wherein live millions of 
souls. "The story," Lewis announces, "would be the same in Ohio or Montana, 
in Kansas or Kentucky, and not very differently would it be told in TJp 
Vernon Loggins, I Hear America.,.Literature in the United States 
Since 1900 (New York, 1Ô37), p. 2èÔ. 
2 
Victor F. Calverton, The Liberation of American Literature (New York. 




York State or the Carolina Hills. 
This assertion is valid not only for Main Street» but for all the 
novels to be examined. As Hatcher has so saliently put it* 
The truth is that every single quality that is 
castigated in Main Street was and is as much a part 
of metropolitan life as of small-town life. The Great 
Red Scare which figures in Babbitt waa a phenomenon 
- of New York City, Washington, D. C., and San Fran¬ 
cisco. Jack Elder, mill owner in Gopher Prairie, has 
precisely the same views on labor, socialism, and the 
Republican Party as any Eastern steel magnate with a 
castle on the Drive. Boston, not Gopher Prairie, was 
rabid on censoring books. Comstock and Sumner were in 
New York City and not on the school board in a 
Western town. George F. Babbitt might have been drawn 
out of a New York real estate office and a Forty- 
fourth Street Club as well as from Zenith. Columbia 
University dismissed professors during the war in the 
same spirit that moved Blodgett or Plato College 
Boards. And the Episcopal Churchwomen of New York City, 
including celebrated names, proposed an organization 
for keeping dress and dancing modest that would have 
done credit to Mrs. Bogart and her neighbors in a 
Minnesota town. The Main Street mind was not merely 
small-town; it was American.2 
But it is among middle classes and in the small town or medium-sized 
city, where the sooial structure is much simpler, that these features are 
the most keenly to be discerned by the observer. 
The components of "polite society" adhere fiercely to those patterns 
which are so inseparably a part of their existence. Of themselves and 
their cities and their ways they sing, to use the words of Sandburg, 
We are the greatest city, 
the greatest nation, 
nothing like us ever was.5 
^Sinclair Lewis, "Foreword," Main Street (New York, 1920), p. ii. 
2 
Harlan H. Hatcher, Creating the Modern American Novel (New York, 
1935), p. 120. 
3 
Carl Sandburg, "Four Preludes on Playthings of the Wind," quoted 
from Louis Untermeyer (ed.), Modern American Poetry (New York, 1942),p. 241. 
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Lewis feels otherwise. 
Perhaps the most outstanding elements of this concept of "polite 
society" are standardization and its Siamese twin, conformity. Without 
the one, the other cannot exist. Within this belief in "polite society" 
there flourishes 
the fantastic notion that an American to be an American 
must agree with every prevailing orthodoxy in theology, 
politics, economics, and taste, and must school his manners 
accordingly until he would be interchangeable with any 
other American.* 
Everyone makes himself and his tastes as much like the self end tastes of every¬ 
one-else as he can possibly manage. To conform, to belong—this is the 
end of existence. This conviction makes for still another characteristic, 
smugness. Being rooted in the faith that its mode of living is one beyond 
compare makes "polite society" well satisfied with itself. At the peak of 
development, it need aspire no further. This smugness, this complete self- 
satisfaction, manifests itself in other forms. There is a high degree of 
intellectual sterility and opdnixmatedness which renders "polite society" 
hostile to any sort of innovation. Concomitant with these is a good deal 
of frustration. Of each of these characteristics, many excellent in¬ 
stances are fhrnished throughout the works under discussion. All of them, 
naturally, will not appear in this paper. I have striven to select those , 
which most forcefully bring out the features I am striving to emphasize. 
All through the novels one beoomes increasingly aware of the effect 
of standardization and conformity on the lives of Lewis’s characters. 
This effect he achieves either by setting forth the physical aspects of 
^Carl Van Doren, "Sinclair Lewis and Sherwood Anderson* A Study of 
Two Moralists," Century, CX (July, 1925), 362. 
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his locales, or by affording the reader not only a delineation of the 
external appearances of his characters, but glimpses into their private 
lives as well. And often he blends all three of these devices. Nowhere 
is this more skillfully done than in Main Street. Carol Kennicott, who 
sees with Lewis’s eyes and hears with his ears, is dismayed by the 
standard lack of attractiveness on Main Street, “with its two-story 
brick shops, its muddy expanse from concrete walk to walk, its huddle of 
1 
Fords and lumberwagons...." Dyer’s Drug Store, the movie theater, the 
grocery store, her husband’s office, the saloon —all the edifioes on 
Main Street were of a piece of their “unsparing, unapologetio ugliness, 
^bheir^ rigid straightness, planlessness, flimsy temporariness fad- 
2 
ed unpleasant colors." Even the three men Carol passed by on her tour 
were alike in their unwashed, unshaved, unkempt appearance. 
This likeness extends itself beyond the buildings and shops of the 
town. It stamps itself on the faces of the citizenry. Carol’s first 
glimpse of her husband's friends (prominent citizens all) gave her the im¬ 
pression that they all had “coarse voices, large damp hands, toothbrush 
s 
mustaches, and Masonic watch charms." 
With the same finesse Lewis underscores this standardization in 
Babbitt. Though Zenith, in which Babbitt is set, is a city many times 
larger than Gopher Prairie, it is essentially identical with that village. 
In this novel Lewis, instead of playing up the edifices on Zenith’s 
principal street, focuses at the outset on Babbitt’s alarm-clock (of all 
- — ' 
Sinclair Lewis, op cit., p. 23. 
2Ibid., p. 37. 
3 
Ibid., p. 28. 
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thingsî) to convey the idea* 
It was the best of nationally advertised and quantitatively 
produced alarm-clocks, with all modem attachments, in¬ 
cluding catheral chime, intermittent: alarm, and a phos¬ 
phorescent dial.'*’ 
From the clock the author moves to a description of the Babbitt bathroom, 
a masterpiece of standardization. It was, like those in "all houses on 
Floral Heights (where Babbitt lived) an altogether royal bathroom of 
2 
porcelain and glazed tile and metal sleek as silver." This was indeed an 
elaborate room! 
The towel-rack was a rod of clear glass set in nickel. 
The tub was long enough for a Prussian Guard, and above 
the set bowl was a sensational exhibit of toothbrush 
holder, shaving brush holder, soap-dish, sponge-dish, 
and medicine cabinet, so glittering and so ingenious that 
they resembled an electrical instrument board.® 
Not only was Babbitt's bathroom like all those of his neighbors, but his 
bedroom was also' standard equipment. "It displayed," Lewis relates, "a 
A 
modest and pleasant color-scheme, after one of the best standard designs 
of the decorators who 'did the interiors' for most of the speculative- 
5 
builders' houses in Zenith." Every second house in Floral Heights had a 
bedroom exactly like it. It seems never to have occurred to Babbitt that 
he might possibly have exerted a little originality, a bit of ingenuity. 
In Dodsworth, the milieu in which Sam Dodsworth, motor magnate, 
1 
Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt (New York, 1922), p. 3. 
2 , 
Ibid., p. 5. 
3 
Ibid., p. 3. 
4 
Italics are the writer's. 
5 
Ibid., p. 14. 
6 
flourished, though shared hy persons in a higher income bracket than 
those of Babbitt *8, is earmarked by the sameness which characterises 
the latter*8. This is strongly suggested by Lewis's sketch of Dodsworth's 
office. It contained 
something like an acre of little tables with typists, 
very busy, and clerks and clerks and clerks, with rattling 
papersj and a row of private offices resembling furniture 
showrooms, distinguished by enormous desks..., covered 
with enormous sheets of plate glass*.*. 
The unvarying obsequiousness of all his subordinates caused Dodsworth to 
wonder to himself* "Why were all these hundreds of young people willing to be 
turned into machines for the purposes of rattling papers and bowing to the 
2 
president?" Not only in his office, but in his domestic life as well, 
Dodsworth was forced to conform to a prescribed pattern. His friends, with 
whom he had attended college and who were as rich as he, or nearly as rich, 
regarded having a butler around the house as being essentially unnecessary 
and (even worse) as "putting on airs." So that although he and his wife 
would have liked to hire a butler, Dodsworth never did so. He dared not 
affront his friends. Lewis explains* 
But every human being has certain extravagances which he 
dare not assume, lest he offend the affectionate and jerr¬ 
ing friends of his youth~the man who has ventured on 
spats dares not take to a monocle—-the statesman who has 
ventured on humor dares not be so presumptuous as to 
venture on honesty also.^ 
Dodsworth's house, too, is like those of his neighbors* large, im¬ 
posing, and full of the bric-a-brac so indispensable to the dwellings of 
the rich. Even his dreams must be altered to suit the pattern* "I've 
1 
Sinclair Lewis, Dodsworth (New Jersey, 1929), p. 14. 
2 
Ibid., p. 15. 
5Ibid., p. 25. 
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been doing what people expected me to all my life. Football in college, 
when I'd as soon've stuck in the physics laboratory. Make money and 
„1 
play golf and be a good Republican ever since. Human cash register! 
Small wonder it is that so many of Lewis's creations find themselves rest¬ 
less and discontented. 
Neil Kingsblood, protagonist of Kingsblood Royal, though considerably 
less wealthy than Dodsworth, lived in the same sort of cut-to-order en¬ 
vironment. The two most exclusive suburbs of his city, Grand Republic, 
Ottawa Heights and Sylvan Park, bore each its special stamp, Ottawa 
Heights, where dwelt the very wealthy, specialised in "brick-walled gardens 
2 
and brick-faced chauffeurs" ; Sylvan Park, where the lesser lights re¬ 
sided, went in for "Cape Cod Cottages, seven-room chalets, and plain wooden 
„ 3 
boxes with fake half-timbering. 
■Whenever a majority of people adhere to a standard it is indubitably 
because they believe it to be worthwhile. With this assumption they are 
able to cultivate a solidarity and a delicious self-satisfaction which frown 
upon deviation. A smugger lot of people is not to be found than those in 
Gopher Prairie. And this smugness asserts itself in a number of ways: in 
their intellectual sterility, their fierce opinionatedness, their hostility 
to any sort of innovation. 
Main Street teems with instances. Its barren-minded residents, with 
few exceptions, regard anyone who reads literary classics or listens to the 
^Dodsworth, p. 26. 
g 
Sinclair Lewis, Kingsblood Royal (New York, 1947), p. 9. 
^Ibid., p. 10. 
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music of the oM masters as simply a "half-baked crank" who is trying to 
be "highbrow." A lively western novel, complete with guns and galloping, 
and with a moral message tucked in between shootings, is regarded as le 
dernier mot in good reading. This apathy for really enduring literature 
is appallingly revealed in Gopher Prairie’s ’literary’ and ’culture’ club, 
the Thanatopsis. This group, composed of women who stalked culture in 
bands, as though afraid to encounter it alone, was, to quote one of its 
members, "such a cosy group, and yet it ^kept^" you in touch with all the 
„1 
intellectual thoughts that are going on everywhere. Carol . was asked 
to aid in leading the discussion one day. The ensuing and highly revealing 
colloquy resulted* 
Carol* "What poet do you take up today? 
Mrs. Dawson* Why, the English ones. 
Carol* Not all of them? 
Mrs. Dawsons W-Why,yes. We’re learning 
all of European literature this 
year. The Club gets such a nice 
magazine, Culture Hints, and we 
follow its programs. Last year 
our subject was Men and Women of 
the Bible, and next year we’ll pro¬ 
bably take up Furnishings and China. 
Ify-, it does make a body hustle to 
keep up with all these new culture 
subjects, but it is improving.** 
Improving indeed! Within the space of one afternoon the Thanatopsis dis¬ 
posed of Shakespeare, Milton, Burns, Tennyson, Browning, Coleridge, Words¬ 
worth, Shelley, Gray, Felicia Hemans, and Kipling. 
Nor is this density confined to literature. In matters of the drama 
they are equally vacuous. When Carol suggested to the dramatic club that 
^Main Street, p. 124. 
2 
Ibid., p. 125. 
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it stage the Greek tragedy Edipus Tyrannys, or perhaps Shaw's Androcles, 
she was promptly voted down. The ideaj A fellow member, Raymie 
Wutherspoon, announced that Carol's selections were immoral. Generously 
he forgave her her ignorance, conceding that, after all, "the feminine 
mind is too innocent to understand all these immoral writers." He offered 
% 
a substitute, however: 
So-- Now I've found a play that is clean, and there’s some 
awfully funny scenes in it, too, I laughed out loud reading 
it. It’s oalled "His Mother’s Heart," and it’s about a 
young man in college who gets in with a lot of free thinkers 
and boozers and everything, but in the end his mother's in¬ 
fluence—^- 
Unfortunately, no one was in the mood for mother’s influence at the tin». 
"What we want in a play," Juanita Haydock asserted, "is humor and pep. 
That’s where American playwrights put it all over these dam European 
2 
glooms." So the. club settled for "The Girl from Kankakee," which was 
chock-full of both pep and humor. 
The hero of Babbitt is equally as empty of mind as those ladies 
and gentlemen of learning in Gopher Prairie. Having no thoughts of his 
own, he seized upon slogans and catchphrases gleaned from newspaper 
editorials. An Elk, a Booster, and a member of the Chamber of Commerce, 
he styled himself an infallible authority on every conceivable topic. 
That he was superbly ignorant about any topic except, perhaps, selling 
real estate, deterred him not the least. As for literature, a good old 
western story is all right for anybody with "a taste for literature." 
But other pieces, by "Shakespeare and those," are a lot of nonsense. He 
^Main-Street, p, 219. 
2 
Ibid., p. 219. 
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was well equipped to answer when his sen Ted grumblingly inquired why 
he had to study "Shakespeare and Wordsworth and all those has-beens." 
It was very simple, Babbitt explained— 
1*11 tell you why you have to study Shakespeare and those. 
It’s because they're required for college entrance, and 
that's all there is to itJ I don't see myself why they 
stuck ’em into an up-to-date system like we have in this 
state. Be a good deal better if you took business English, 
and learned how to write an ad, and letters that would pull. 
But there it is, and there's no talk, argument or discussion 
about it. 
Even more representative of Babbitt's brainlessness and his utter illogio 
is his theory about labor unions * 
A good labor union is of value because it keeps out radical 
unions, which would destroy property. No one ought to be 
forced to belong to a union, however. All labor agitators 
who try to force men to join a union should be hanged. In 
fact, just between ourselves, there oughtn't to be any 
unions allowed at all; and as it's the best way of fighting 
the unions, every business man ought to belong to an 
employer's-assooiation and to the Chamber of Commerce. In 
union there is strength. So any selfish hog who doesn’t 
join the Chamber of Commerce ought to be forced to.^ 
It is doubtful that even Babbitt himself could unravel this bit of balder¬ 
dash. Evidently all that mattered was that it sound weighty and impressive. 
Again in Dodsworth, in the wealthier circles in which Dodsworths moved, 
as well as in the less exclusive ones of the Babbitts, the same kind of 
mental featherweights throve. Fran Dodsworth herself, in the threshold of 
middle age, sought vainly to recapture a youth that had fled to return no 
more. She was a busy joiner of clubs, groups, and leagues to which she 
gave time, money, and energy; but these organizations were merely a drug. 
She had no idea of what their purpose might have been (not that there was 
1 
Babbitt, p. 76. 
2 
Ibid., p. 44. 
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any purpose in particular). She delighted in this aimless pastime, for¬ 
ever dashing off notes. She sent suggestions to her various clubs, gave 
orders to the leagues that she supported 
—leagues for the study of democracy, leagues for the 
blind, societies for the collection of statistics about 
the effect of alcohol on plantation-hands in Mississippi. 
Fran, it seems, was intrigued by every aspect of these leagues "except 
g 
perhaps the purposes for which they had been founded." All hustle and 
sound and fury, Fran, and with utter emptiness inside. Even to her husband, 
the worshipful Sam, she seemed "an unsurpassed show window display but ^with- 
3 
out^ much on the shelves inside." 
Far removed from the Zenith of the Dodsworths, at Terwilinger College 
in Kansas there lived an even sturdier model of cast-iron stupidity, Elmer 
Gantry, central figure of Elmer Gantry. For intellectual' endeavor of any 
kind he had a hearty contempt. He had come to college solely in order to 
pick up as much learning as might be of cash value with as little effort 
as possible. But do earnest and actual studying? Nonsense! After all, 
what good would it do a lawyer or a doctor to understand trigonometry, or 
to know the dates of Charlemagne? How much cash would he be able to earn 
if he could quote all those things? And as for poetry, of what conceivable 
value was all that rot about "The world is too much around us, early and 
soon^ by that doddering idiot, Wordsworth?^ Very much like the empty wagon 
that always makes a great deal of noise, Elmer was a "shouter, a pounder 
on backs, an overwhelming force."5 His theory, which he announced loudly 
~4)odsworth, p. 12. 
2Ibid., p. 12. 
SIbid., p. 223. 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 4. 
5Ibid., p. 6. 
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and often to his roommate*. was that "these fellows that Btudy all the 
time are just letting on like they’re so doggone high and mighty, to 
show off to these doggone profs that haven’t got anything hut lemonade in 
their veins.Whatever studying he did accomplish—which was barely 
enough to prevent his flunking-- he achieved only through the prodding of 
his friend and roommate Jim Lefferts. 
Not unknown to Neil Kingsblood, of Kingsblood Royal,was the Elmer 
Gantry type of mentality. Neil’s neighbor Curtiss Havock is Sylvan Park’s 
model of the superlatively obtuse Gantry. It was his custom to barge into 
the Kingsbloods’ home at just any old time. Before breakfast or after mid¬ 
night (it really did not matter) he was there, demanding coffee, demanding 
a highball, expecting an audience. A thoroughly stupid and obnoxious 
creature, forever loud and wrong. Nor is Neil own’s brother any improve¬ 
ment. "Curious as a cat, and about as literate," he delights in boasting 
of his achievements as Vice-President in Charge of Sales of the Osterud 
Baking Corporation, and in chiding Neil for going to college instead of 
g 
"getting right into a business career, like I done." Curtiss and Robert 
appeared under various other identities, too numerous to mention, through¬ 
out Sylvan Park society. 
It is a curious fact that the less informed some people are, the more 
convinced they beoome of the validity of their opinions. With this 
pronounced cpinionatedness, "polite society" is honeycombed. Lewis observes 
in the "Foreword" to Main Street^ 
What Ole Jenson the grocer says to Ezra Stowbody the banker 
is the new law for London, Prague, and the unprofitable 
- — 
Elmer Gantry, p. 9. 
2~ ■* 
Kingsblood Royal, p. 24. 
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isles of the seaj whatsoever Ezra does not know and 
sanction, that thing is heresy, worthless for knowing 
and wicked to consider.1 
On any imaginable issue the Gopher Prairieites had a standard set of 
opinions to trot out. It mattered not what: profit-sharing in industry, 
union labor, shorter hours, better pay. On any topic they could deliver 
an opinion with a brassy and arrogant assurance that admitted of no con¬ 
tradiction. What more salient instance than Stowbody's reply to Carol’s 
question if he believed in union labor? 
Me?... I should say not] It's like this: I don't mind 
dealing with my men if they think they've got any grievances— 
though Lord knows what's come over workmen, nowadays— don't 
appreciate a good job. But still, if they come to me i 
honestly, as man to man, I’ll talk things over with them. 
But I'm not going to have any outsider, any of the walking 
delegates, or whatever fancy names they call themselves 
now—bunch of rich grafters, living on the ignorant work¬ 
men I Not going to have any of those fellows butting in 
and telling me how to run my business.^ 
And as for profit-sharing and welfare work and insurance and old-age pen¬ 
sions, they are nothing but a heap of rubbish, Stowbody informed Carol. 
All they do is enfeeble a workman's independence and waste a lot of honest 
profit. Proponents of such ridiculous theories are nothing but "socialists 
in disguise," and ought to be "run out of the country." 
As the men felt regarding profit-sharing and an improved wage scale, 
so their wives felt about their servant girls. Carol created a major sen¬ 
sation at a meeting of the Jolly Seventeen Social Club one day by announc¬ 
ing that she paid her hired girl all of six dollars a week. OutrageousÎ 
No servants were ever worth that much. Mrs. Dyer and Mrs. Gougerling (the 
Main Street, "Foreword," p. ii. 
^Ibid., p. 50. 
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banker's wife) related how all servant girls were thievish and lazy and 
demanding. Further, the club was almost unanimously agreed that Carol 
made it unnecessarily hard on all of them when she insisted on paying so 
much. 
One with the Jolly Seventeen's vehement insistence on the irrefraga- 
bility of their point of view is George Babbitt. All his attitudes, like 
his clothes, were tailored for him. He had opinions and opinions—about 
education, about business, about the weather, about the "ideal citizen," 
about many, many things. And they were all characterized by an absence 
of any originality, af any careful thinking, and by the vigor and assurance 
with which they were delivered* Babbitt was especially positive when, in 
a speech delivered before the Real Estate Board of Zenith, he outlined the 
earmarks of a mythical creature which he soundingly and impressively label¬ 
ed the "Ideal Citizen." This nonexistent citizen was, above all, "busier 
than a bird-dog," and had no time for silly daydreaming or kicking about 
things that were none of his business. After a hard day's work at "put¬ 
ting the zip into some store or profession or art, " he would rush homme 
to his happy family and mow the lawn or practice his putting. Following 
dinner, he spent a thrilling evening at the movies or playing bridge or 
reading some good "lively western novel" if he has a taste for literature. 
Or perhaps this citizen would have some friends in for a discussion of the 
"topics of the day." Then this citizen went "happily to bed, his con¬ 
science clear, having ^contributed his mite to the prosperity of the city 
and to his own bank account."1 This bit of wisdom, which was received 
with much applause from his audience, was conveyed in tones that settled 
— — - — — 
Babbitt, p. 182. 
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conclusively that there was no doubt about its here was the way a man 
ought to live. 
Fran Dodsworth was none the less sure of her opinions. Prone to re¬ 
gard herself immeasurably superior to suoh mundane oreatures as her 
husband and his associates, she kept him in a state of bewilderment. It 
was her view that he did not possess "spiritual fire}" that he could not 
grasp the "true meaning" of the "real Paris" or the "real Berlin" or the 
"real" any other city they happened to be in. For Fran, all that was 
worthwhile lay in the Old World. Europe, with its traditions, its courtly 
gentlemen, its ancient buildings, was the essence of the good life. Any 
other attitude was simply out of the question. 
That charlatan, Elmer Gantiy, was equally as enthusiastic and unbend¬ 
ing as Fran, who would doubtless have been pleased to look down upon him. 
But he was an exponent of the superiority of America. On his first trip 
abroad, he announced to a pair of seasoned travelers that it was all right 
to go abroad maybe once or twice, but still 
in America we 've got a standard of decency and efficiency 
that these poor old European countries don't know anything 
about, and in the long run the good old U. S. A. is the 
place where you'll find your greatest happiness....^- 
In still another area, members of "polite society" are experts —the 
"Negro Question.” About this issue, as about any other, whether it be 
profit-sharing, union labor, education, or the controversy of the virtues 
of Europe versus the merits of America, there is a uniform sense of inoon- 
trovertibi1ity. 
In Grand Republic the Neil Kingsbloods (of Kingsblood Royal) were 
^lmer Gantry, pp. 402-403. 
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subjected to a barrage of weighty (and completely misinformed) information 
concerning this "Negro Question." This mass of intelligence, comprising 
a group of inoredibLy absurd opinions, was subscribed to by all of the 
Kingsbloodsf Sylvan Park neighbors. There follow some of the more idiotic 
premises of their "Credo about the Negroes." to begin with, Negroes are 
without exception lazy, thieving, lecherous, and murderous. They are not 
human, but subhuman. Although ferocious among themselves, they are coward¬ 
ly on the battlefield. Furthermore, though they are incapable of earning 
very much, they are extremely extravagant with what they do earn. And 
1 
all Negroes want to pass for white. That is all there was to the "Negro 
Question." And if you failed to agree, you were simply "half-baked,", or 
"off your nut." 
According to the lights of "polite society," there exists no problem, 
no dilemma, for which its opinions, cannot furnish a quick and conclusive 
solution. Paradoxically enough, the very features which are so inseparably 
a part of it, and to which its components so heartily subscribe, are the 
cause of much frustration on the part of many of its members. In all the 
novels that have been discussed there is ample testimony to the fact that 
frustration is rife among those persons whom "polite society" deems worthy 
citizens, such is their observance of the time-honored traditions. 
Main Street’s Guy Pollock is an excellent example. He was regarded 
as a respectable lawyer and a law-abiding citizen by his clients and 
colleagues. But beneath the facade, he was restless and dissatisfied and 
unable, because of what he called the "Village Virus," to break away and 
“Scingsblood Royal, pp. 194-197. 
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make for himself the sort of life he really wanted. He resolved a 
number of times to leave: 
I decided to leave. Stem resolution. Grasp the world. 
Then I found that the Village Virus had me, absolute] I 
didn't want to face new streets and young men—real com¬ 
petition. It was too easy to go on making out conveyances 
and arguing ditohing cases. So—-that's all of the biography 
of a living dead man, except the lies about my having been 
a tower of strength and legal wisdom which some day a preacher 
will spin over my lean dry body.'*- 
And so he stayed. Wisely, Pollock kept his sentiments to himself, ventur¬ 
ing to tell only Carol. Otherwise he would have been not only thwarted, 
but displeasing to his townsmen as well. 
No less frustrated than Pollook was that Zenith model of conformity. 
Babbitt. In his youth he had cherished an ambition to be a lawyer—a 
really good lawyer. But his early and inopportune marriage had created 
the necessity of obtaining larger quantities of ready money than a lawyer 
could have earned. This need had set him to selling real estate. And thus 
he haul fallen into a rut from which he had never succeeded in withdrawing 
himself; a mit in which he became less and less convinced of the worth of 
his life as a prominent citizen. So that even though he energetically 
lived the life prescribed for him, becoming to a good husband and father and 
a joiner of clubs and groups and making as much money as possible, he was 
never really happy. Always there was the sense of futility. He decided 
that perhaps all life as he knew it and vigorously 
practiced it was futile; that heaven as portrayed by 
the Reverend Dr. John Jennison Drew was neither probable 
nor very interesting; that he hadn't much pleasure out 
of making money; that it was of doubtful worth to rear 
children in order that they might rear children who 
would rear children.2 
^Main Street, p. 157. 
2 
Babbitt, p. 273. 
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But, except for a mild and brief little revolt which obtained for him 
the cutting glances of his friends and hurt, questioning expressions 
from his wife, Babbitt remained in his groove and placed his unsatisfied 
desires and unanswered questionings back on the dusty shelf of his mind. 
If so many of those who follow the dictates of "polite society" are 
thwarted and unhappy, those who refase to comply are in for a much greater 
degree of frustration, and sometimes violence and pain. Elmer Gantry’s 
colleague at Mizpah Theological Seminary in Babylon, Winnemac, Frank 
Shallard, learned this fact the hard way. Had he been able to quiet the 
doubts and questions which beset him, he might possibly have avoided the 
painful fate which overtook him. A minister, he was consumed with a rather 
nebulous desire to "reform the church from within, "and found himself checked 
on every hand by forces stronger than himself. Always he was doubting the 
established dogma that the Bible was the cure of all woes, and that the 
mystic process known as Conviction, Repentance and Salvation was the panacea 
for all ills. If the church were as beneficent and potent a force as its 
apostles claimed, why was there so much misery in the world? Why were 
ministers themselves so prone to evil? Chinches as Frank knew them were of 
little value --"as absurd as a belief in witchcraft" — but he felt that 
there could be "a church free of superstition, helpful to the needy, and 
giving people that mystic something stronger than reason, that sense of 
being uplifted in common worship of an unknowable power for good."'*' 
Nebulous as Frank's schemes were, his plan for executing them was 
even more nebulous. As a matter of fact, he had no plan. All he had was 
a dream. Unable to reconcile religion’s claims with its achievements, Frank 
*Blmer Gantry, p. 381. 
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resigned his pastorate and went to work for a group known as the Christian 
Organization Society. This was at a time when the sciences were threat¬ 
ening religion. The more conservative clergymen objected violently, and 
felt that schools should teach only book-keeping, agriculture, geometry, 
dead languages, and the Bible. They applied pressure to school authorities; 
they hired hoodlums to discourage speakers who aired views contrary to their 
own. Frank was asked by a group of scholars to address a meeting for them. 
He espoused their cause warmly, denouncing the clergy thoroughly. At the 
meeting a dozen ruffians stormed into the hall and whisked Frank into a 
waiting automobile. His cheek was gouged, his instep was smashed, and he 
was whiplashed so mercilessly that he fainted from pain. Tt/hen he revived, 
doctors told him that though his right eye was gone completely, he might 
not entirely lose the sight of the other for perhaps a year. Frank had to 
learn the hard way that, for those who defy it, "polite society" can, if 
sufficiently aroused, disapprove with heartless cruelty. 
This examination of the concept of "polite society" as viewed in the 
novels which have been analyzed reveals that Lewis regards those who ad¬ 
here to it as being fundamentally crude, smug, complacent, and too often 
cruel. It seems significant that those persons who possess anything like 
an approximation of real happiness are non-existent; that the only ones 
who even approach contentment are those who conform wholeheartedly; that 
even they are thwarted and disillusioned oftener than not; and that for 
non-conformists there is only frustration. The adherents of "polite society" 
are in a state of stagnation, a pleasant i*ut from which they refuse to be 
moved, and from which they rise to defend their cherished notions against 
all who dare to suggest that there might possibly be other faiths. 
CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZED RELIGION 
In the foregoing chapter there was essayed an analysis of that 
Amerioan concept termed “polite society," as it appears in the selected 
novels of Sinclair Lewis. In this ohapter there is ventured the analysis 
of another concept of American society that Lewis deals with in these 
novels --organized religion. This term, as the preface indicates, is to 
he regarded as that established opinion whioh underlies the organization 
of religious sects and which controls their thinking. It is used also as 
a collective appellation for the various religious denominations and those 
persons who direct them. Tfhen one has read these novels it becomes clear 
that the adjective ’’organized’ before ’religion’ is truly a felicitous one. 
For the several denominations handled by Lewis are as skillfully organized 
and as concerned with profit as any prosperous business firm. 
. _ .In an analysis of organized religion, one must realize that the con¬ 
cepts of "polite society" and organized religion as treated by Lewis are 
interwined. The former makes the latter possible. If "polite society" 
were not riddled with smugness and stupidity and complacency, there could 
not exist the charlatanry, the greed, hypocrisy, and bigotry which Lewis 
reveals in organized religion. Conditions and people such as are exposed 
in the novels, particularly in Elmer Gantry, could not survive if their 
surroundings were inimical to them. 
But these surroundings are not inimical. Boynton makes this fact 
clear in the following statement, which refers specifically to Elmer Gantry, 
but is applicable to other religious profiteers as wells 
20 
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Elmer Gantry is....not a unique charaoter but a typieal 
product of the social order....Gantry is not a produot 
of the church; he is the product of a philistine and 
stupid social order which makes it possible for him to 
exploit the church without ever in any real sense belong¬ 
ing to it. 
For this reason an examination of the attitude of "polite society" toward 
religion is essential, and will be made first. Although the other four 
works (Main Street, Babbitt, Dodsworth, aid Kingsblood Royal), present, 
though with considerably less detail than Elmer Gantry, a view of conditions 
existing in religion and among the clergy, they are useful principally for 
their revelation of the attitude of "polite society” toward religion. 
Reading the aforementioned novels enables one to disoem clearly 
several aspects of "polite society’s” attitude toward religion. "Polite 
society" exerts the same ignorance, the same intolerance, the same opin¬ 
ionatedness, in religion that it exercises in other areas. Religion, it 
feels, is all right in its plaoe, but clergymen must stick to the "pure 
and simple word of God" and not butt into things that are none of their 
business. Nothing, it seems, is their business if it conflicts with any 
established traditions. Religion ceases to be religion when it does. There¬ 
fore, the chief aims of religion are to maintain respectability aid to 
strengthen the status quo. Religion is strictly a Sunday affair, a nystic 
otherwordly son®thing to which one devotes thought (but very little) on 
Sundays, but none during the week; and by the same token it is never to 
interfere with practical workaday pursuits like practicing medicine or sell¬ 
ing real-estate or being a motor magnate or a bright bank teller. 
Throughout the novels there is ample evidence to support the foregoing 
1Percy H. Boynton, More Contemporary Americans (Chicago, 1927), pp. 
195-196.    
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facts. "What clearer instance of intolerance, of ignorance, of opinion- 
atedness, that Main Street *s Widow Bogart? An intense Baptist herself, 
she knew—beyond doubt’s shadow—that Baptists were the one, the true, 
the only denomination, and regarded as truly unfortunate those who did 
not share her assurance. After registering the appropriate lugubriousness 
for non-Baptist Carol Kennioott, she announced authoritatively:that 
there’s no church that has more history or has stayed by 
the true principles of Christianity better than the Baptist 
Church....1 
Her tone indicated that, really, there was no more to be said regarding 
the matter. Equally as devout Baptists were the Leonard Warrens. Mrs. 
Warren explained to Carol that she and her husband hoped "to see all the 
evangelical denominations joined in one strong body, opposing Catholicism 
and Christian Sceince, and properly guiding all movements that make for 
2 
morality and prohibition." So that even though Catholicism and Christian 
Science might possibly have aims similar to those of other denominations (and 
of this Mrs. Warren wasn’t too sure), they were not to be permitted to share 
in the common effort to achieve them. 
Another staunch and unbending Baptists was Mrs. Champ Perry. There are 
seots other than Baptists, she would readily admit. But they are all wrong. 
And she was shocked by Carol’s all too frequent absence from the Baptist 
Church. She reproved kindly* 
I'm sure you’re one of the Lord’s anointed (even if we 
don’t see you at the Baptist Churoh as often as we’d like 
to.’)3 
^Main Street, p. 69. 
2Ibid., p. 132. 
Ibid., p. 135. 
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And Eddie Fis linger, well known, to the name figure in Elmer Gantry, would 
have corroborated Mrs# Perry but too readily had he known her# For though 
he lived in Winnemac and she in Gopher Prairie, they were of a piece in 
their enthusiasm for Baptist principles. It was his unwavering conviction 
that 
The Baptist Church, being the only pure Scriptural church, is 
the one real church of God, and we’re not setting-ourselves up 
—we’re just following God'a ordinances.^ 
Another who shared Fislinger's conviction, though for a different belief, 
was Mrs. Wilks, the proprietress of Main Street’s Art Shoppe and Magazine 
and Book Store, and the reader of the small Christian Science Churoh. Other 
religious groups were simply poor, misguided, deluded creatures who did not 
"know the truth." She had the panacea for all ills; 
If...people had an understanding of Science and that we are 
the children of God and nothing can harm us, they wouldn't 
be in error and poverty.2 
The same thoughtless, exclusive attitude asserts itself in Zenith, 
scene of Babbitt. Babbitt himself was an ardent adherent of Presbyterian¬ 
ism. Not as voluble on the issue, but equally as firm as Fislinger and 
those ladies of Gopher Prairie, he announced to anyone who asked his 
religious preference, "I’m a member of the Presbyterian Church, and natural- 
3 
ly, I accept its doctrines." This he delivered with an air of finality, 
a manner which plainly inquired: "Now, really, what other church is there?" 
But if one obstinately pressed for further comment, Babbitt silenced that 
1 
Elmer Gantry, pp. 88-89. 
2 
Main Street, p. 143. 
3 
Babbitt, p. 207. 
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one with, "There’s no use discussing and aruguing about religion; it 
just stirs up bad feeling."'*' 
Sam Dodsworth was of the same point of -view. Though somewhat more 
reticent than Babbitt, he was just as staunch an Episcopalian as Babbitt 
was Presbyterian. Lewis writes in Dodsworth; 
Sam Dodsworth was, perfectly, the American Captain of In¬ 
dustry, believing in the Republican Party, high tariff, 
so long as {ÿçj did not annoy him personally, in... the 
Episcopal Church. 
No discussion of the matter was necessary. 
The titular figure of Kingsblood Royal was a Baptist. He attended 
church fairly regularly and would, if the oocasion demanded, rise to de¬ 
fend his half-hearted belief that his pastor knew "things about God and imr 
«3 
mortality that were hidden from the common laborer or banker.- But his 
defense was the more reprehensible because, unlike the others, it had occurr¬ 
ed to him that his belief was rather unjustified. 
The Widow Bogart, the Perrys, Mrs. Wilks, Babbitt —all may have 
different slants as to just which denomination is the divinely-appointed one, 
but they are identical in the vehemence with which eaoh proclaims his own. 
They are also agreed unanimously that religion is all right in its place,, 
but clergymen must stiok to the 'straight religion’, and not butt into 
things that are none of their business, and that religion ceases to be 
religion when it does. This being the case, the chief aims of religion are 
to strengthen the status quo and to maintain respectability. These aims are 
brought clearly into relief in Main Street. Typical is Will Kennicott’s 
^Dodsworth, p, 207. 
2 
Dodsworth, p. 10. 
3 
Kingsblood Royal, p. 129. 
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assertion to Carols 
Sure, religion is a fine influence—got to have it to 
keep the lower classes in order—fact, it’s the only thing 
appeals to a lot of those fellows and makes 'em respect 
the rights of property. 
In the same vein Elmer Gantry’s friend, the famous criminal lawyer 
(and, incidentally, church trustee) named T. J. Rigg, announced to Elmer: 
...religion is a fine thing to keep people in order— 
they think of higher things instead of all these strikes 
and the kind of hell-raising that's throwing the in¬ 
dustrial system all out of kilter.& 
Similarly, Kennicott's wife Carol was able to conclude from her rather in¬ 
frequent sessions at Sunday School and church that "the churches.».all of 
them...were in Gopher Prairie, the strongest of the forces compelling 
3 
respectability." 
In Babbitt the same philosophy is evident. Babbitt himself was of 
the opinion that it was "respectable, and beneficial to one's business, 
4 
to be seen going to services," and that the church "kept the Worst Elements 
5 
from being still worse." His friend Chumley Prink remarked openly that he 
did not believe "in a preacher butting into political matters —let him 
stick to the straight religion and save souls, and not stir up a lot of dis- 
g 
cussion...• And Babbitt oonfided to his son Ted that 
Main Street, p. 328. 
2 
Elmer Gantry, p. 313. 
3 
Main Street, p. 328. 
4 
Babbitt, p. 208. 
5 
Ibid., p. 208. 
6Ibi£., p. 313. 
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there's no stronger bulwark of sound conservatism than 
the evangelical church, and no better place to make friends 
who’ll help you to gain your rightful place in the com¬ 
munity than in your own church-home.'1 
Sam Dodsworth shared this view. His being a member of the Episcopal 
Church satisfied one of the requisites for being a Prominent Citizen; and 
as long as it did not disturb his success as a motor magnate, he had 
nothing to say against it. 
In Kingsblood Royal, as in others of the novels, one finds religion 
serving as a means of soothing the oppressed masses, with their consent, 
by promising that 
they should have salvation if they could not have larger 
paychecks, and ^Tncouraging^ them to howl publicly at the 
Devil, the Pope, and Wall Street, in recompense for not 
daring to howl publicly at the boss.2 
Though "polite society" has many notions as to what religious group 
is the divinely-chosen one, and the ends religion ought to accomplish, it 
has no idea of what religion really means. For this reason its members re¬ 
gard religion as a mystic, otherworldly something to which one pays homage 
by Sunday attendance at church. One does not, however, let it disturb 
practical, workaday pursuits like practicing medicine, or selling real-estate 
or motor cars, or being a bank clerk. And one certainly does not waste a 
lot of good time pondering over it. As Kennioott says in Main Street, "I 
guess this theology is 0. K.; a lot of wise old coots figured it all out, 
3 
and they knew more about it than we do." And since those 'old coots' 
knew so much about theology, Kennioott reasoned, let them ponder over it. 
1Babbitt, p. 223. 
2 
Kingsblood Royal, pp. 172-173. 
3 
Main Street, p. 328. 
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Lewi8 states of him that he 
believed in the Christian religion, and never thought 
about itj he believed in the church, and seldom went 
near it; he was shocked by Carol’s lack of faith, and was¬ 
n’t quite sure what was the nature of the faith she lack¬ 
ed.1 
And of course religion never prevented his urging Carol not to patron¬ 
ize those shopkeepers who were not his patients. 
Sam Dodsworth’s whole being was centered in automobile designing and 
manufacture. The religion of suocess — financial success— was the only 
one to which he troubled to devote any thought. It is true that Dodsworth 
was desirous of keeping down the price of his product; but it is doubtful 
that this desire was motivated more by a wish to spare the pockets of those 
in the lower income brackets than to insure himself of a steady and sub¬ 
stantial income. And it is equally as doubtful that Neil Kingsblood’s 
honesty as a bank clerk was due more to a love of scruples than to the 
fear that any irregularity would be detected, and result in his disgrace 
and loss of respectability. 
The central figure in Babbitt was no more subject to pondering over 
things religious than Kennicott or Dodsworth or Kingsblood. To him, ohurch- 
going was often rather a nuisance, since Sundays —particularly sunny ones— 
were just the days on which to go motoring. As Van Doren has put it* 
\ 
Babbitt is himself not much of a hand to go to church, 
though he does not mind if his wife goes, and he sends his 
children to Sunday school, where they will get good moral 
teaching an hour a week and will be kept, for that long 
and maybe longer, out of mischief. For some reason or 
other, he has always been a little unoomfortable with 
preachers. They cramp his style. He knows there are good 
1 
Main Street, P- 328. 
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fellows among them, hut, after all, they are preachers, 
set vaguely apart from the world, and not quite the 
same as the man that Babbitt sees every day downtown. 
Moreover, they hold their servioes on Sunday, which is 
Babbitt’s day of rest 
Nor was Babbitt annoyed by scruples in his everyday life. He was a great 
one to assert, with heartiness and conviction, that "my religion is to 
serve my fellow man, to honor my brother as myself, and to do my bit to 
2 
make life happier for one and all." He had also succeeded in convincing 
himself that sermons, however soporific they might be at the time of de- 
3 
livery, kept one "in touch with Higher Things. Yet he was never averse 
to a shady (and profitable) real-estate deal. Afber all, Babbitt felt, 
honoring one’s brother as oneself and keeping in touch with Higher Things 
most assuredly did not 
imply that you were to be impractical and refuse twice the 
value of a house if a buyer was such an idiot that he did¬ 
n't jew you down on the asking-price.^ 
In view of the slipshod, irresponsible, and altogether unthinking 
manner in which "polite society" regards religion, the flaws which Lewis's 
novels lay bare in the ministry and their several denominations are not in 
the least surprising. There is in these books a strong indictment of 
organized religion and its leaders. In the former Lewis shows bigotry, 
5 
ignorance, and greed; the latter are, almost without exception, grasping, 
1 
Carl Van Doren, "The Spring Lesson—A Review of Sinclair Lewis's Elmer 
Gantry," College Readings in Contemporary Thought, selected and edited by 
Kendall B. Taft, John Francis McDermott, and Dana 0. Jensen (Boston, New 
York, etc., ^929^)^. 521. 
^Babbitt, p. 207. 
^Ibid., p. 208. 
^Ibid., p. 43. 
5 "" 
Frank Shallard, Andrew Pengilly, and Philip McGarry, subordinate chara¬ 
cters in Elmer Gantry, are noteworthy exceptions; for, though confused and 
uncertain as to their missions, they were possessed by noble aspirations and 
made some effort to live up to their preachments. 
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loquacious, narrow-minded, conniving preachers of principles, they never 
practise. The foregoing statement is particularly true of Elmer Gantry, 
Lewis’s most venomous work. Critics have remarked at the virulence with 
which he deals with religion in it. Spiller and his associates have noted 
that Elmer Gantry is the "most abusive Lewis’s novels^ and one "which 
1 
fluttered parsonages all over the United States." And Karfeldt terms 
Elmer Gantry a "surgical operation on one of the most delicate parts of the 
•2 
social body.” 
TWhen one turns to an examination of the various sects as treated by 
Lewis, one discovers that his treatment of religion has been panoramic in 
scope. He makes pronouncements upon not one sect but many—Baptists, Meth¬ 
odists, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Christian Scientists and other New 
Thoughters, faith-healing charlatan evangelists— none have been spared by 
his pen. Nowhere else is this probing accomplished with as much vigor and 
pointedness as in Elmer Gantiy. By letting his characters talk among them¬ 
selves Lewis affords himself the opportunity to excoriate a myriad ills. 
To begin with, Lewis finds Baptists possessed unvaryingly of "cast- 
iron" minds. He observes through Horace Carp (himself with leanings toward 
Episcopalianism) that the Baptists form 
a horriblè denomination —all these moldly barns of 
churches, and people ooughing illiterate hymns, and 
long-winded preachers always springing a bright new 
idea like ’All the world needs to solve its problems 
is to get back to the gospel of Jesus Christ.’® 
^Robert E. Spiller, et al. (eds), Literary History of the United 
States (New York, 1948), II, 1228. 
2 
Erik A. Karfeldt, "Sinclair Lewis and the Nobel Prize," Saturday 
Review of Literature, January 10, 1931, p. 524. 
g 
Elmer Gantry, p. 87. 
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Their principles, particularly baptism and close communion, are the only 
path to salvation. Lewis expresses his disgust through Harry Zenz: 
fiats! Of all the fool Baptist egotisms, close conmunion 
is the worst! Nobody but people we consider saved to 
be allowed to take communion with us! Nobody can meet 
God unless we introduce 'em. Self-appointed guardians of 
the blood and body of Jesus Christ. Whewl* 
And Frank Shallard muses: 
I do wonder sometimes, if we aren't rather impious, 
we Baptists, to set ourselves up as the keepers of the 
gates of God, deciding just who is righteous.^ 
For ignorance, for sheer downright stupidity, Lewis reveals, Baptists are 
unsurpassed (or hardly equalled, for that matter, except, possibly, by 
Methodists). Hairy Zenz complains in Elmer Gantry? 
...the Baptists and the Methodists have ^nearly^ all 
the numbskulls.... All you have to do is to get some 
sound and perfectly meaningless doctrine and keep re¬ 
peating it. You won’t bore the laymen— in fact, the 
only thing they resent is something that is new so they 
have to work their brains.® 
Furthermore, Zenz continues, 
I suppose it's unscientific to believe that because I 
happen to be a Baptist practitioner myself and see what 
word-splitting, texttwisting, applause-hungry, job-hunt¬ 
ing, medieval-minded second-raters even the biggest 
Baptist leaders are, therefore, the Baptist Church is the 
worst of the lot. I don't suppose it's really any worse 
than the Presbyterian or the Congregational or Disciples 
or Lutheran or any other.4 
As if the foregoing statements were not sufficient indictment of the 
bigotry and ignorance of Baptists, Lewis fbmishes a summation of the 
*Elmer Gantry, p. 88. 
2 
Ibid., p. 88. 
SIbid., p. 87. 
4 
Ibid., p. 89. 
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philosophy of the Champ Perrys in Main Street: 
The Baptist Churoh...is the perfect, the divinely 
ordained standard in music, oratory, philanthropy and 
ethics. ’We don’t need all this new-fangled science, 
or this terrible Higher Criticism that’s raining our 
young men in colleges. What we need is to get back to 
the true Word of God, and a good sound belief in hell, 
like we used to have it preached to us.’^ 
Nor do Methodists fare much better with Lewis. As with the Baptists, 
it is never necessary, "except in a few fashionable churches..., to 
2 
say anything original to succeed...." They share with Baptists the 
available supply of numbskills, and partake of the latter sect's 
bigotry as well, as the ensuing statement by Gantry's friend, the re¬ 
nowned Bishop Toomis, will indicate: 
Of course neither you nor I is necessary to the pro¬ 
gress of that great Methodist Church, which day by day 
is the more destined to instruct and guide our beloved 
nation.... I feel, for all my admiration of the Baptists, 
that the Methodist Church is in some ways the great 
exemplar. It is the real church of the people. 
This ’great exemplar’ is like the Baptists in still another way; 
Many of the most worthy Methodist...clergymen supported 
^the Ku Klux Klan^ and were supported by it; and ^the^7 
admired its principle —to keep all foreigners, Jews, 
Catholics, and negroes in their place,, which was no 
’ ' ‘ ’ untry be led by native Pro- 
The Methodist leaders in Zenith are described by Lewis as looking like 
they were anxious to provide comfortable places in which to sell their 
g 
"a group of prosperous and active business men." Like business men, 
^Main Street, p. 152. 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 258 
3Ibid., p. 257. 
4 
Ibid., p. 365. 
5Ibid., p. 323. 
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wares to large crowds who would bring in large profits. Lewis ob¬ 
served of these leaders that they all went in for 
papers on trade subjects—the sort of pews most soothing 
to the back; the value of sending postcards reading 
"Where were you last Sunday, old scout? We sure did 
miss you at the Men’s Bible Class"; the comparative 
values of a giant clock and a giant automobile speedo¬ 
meter, as a register of the money coming in during 
special drives; the question of gold and silver stars 
as rewards for Sunday School attendance; the effective¬ 
ness of giving children savings-banks in the likeness 
of a jolly little church to encourage them to save 
their pennies for Christian work... 
With the Episcopalians Lewis is less stringent, though he damns 
them for their snobbishness. Horaoe Carp, himself a Baptist, expresses 
in Elmer Gantry his admiration for them. His motives, however, are 
hardly to be oommended: 
The only church is the Episcopal] Dignity] 
Authority] Believe me, as soon as I can make the 
break, I’m going to switoh over to the Episcopal¬ 
ians. And then I'll have a social position, and be 
able to marry a nice rich girl.^ 
Accenting this emphasis on social position, Lewis relates in Main Street 
that 
Few aristocrats of the Jolly Seventeen attended 
the humble folk-meets of the Baptist and Methodist 
church suppers... .But all of the smart set went to 
the lawn-festivals of the Episcopal Churoh, and were 
reprovingly polite to outsiders.* 
Nevertheless, Lewis remarks through Harry Zenz in Elmer Gantry, 
There are some intelligent people in the Episcopal 
and Congregational churches, and...they check up on 
^Eheir ministers^. 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 324. 
2Ibid., p. 87, 
®Main Street, p. 330. 
4 
Elmer Gantry, p. 87. 
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Which is more them he has said for either Baptists or Methodists. 
As for the Presbyterians, theirs is a "mechanical religion— 
a dry, hard church, shut off from the real life of the streets, in¬ 
humanly respectable as a top-hat.They partake of the same in¬ 
sularity of mind and the same ignorance that characterize the Baptists 
and Methodists. Reverend John Jennison Drew, pastor of the Chatham 
Road Presbyterian Church in Zenith, is exoellently illustrative of 
these facts. On the occasion of a paralyzing strike of telephone em¬ 
ployees in Zenith, Dr. Drew enlightened his congregation with the 
following gems of intelligence: 
During the untoward series of industrial dislocations 
which have...throttled the business life of our fair 
city these past few days, there has been a great deal 
of loose talk about scientific prevention of ^/strikes^ 
....Now, let me tell you that the most unscientific 
thing is the world is science!2 
...I am criticizing those systems in which the free and 
fluid motivation of independent labor is to be replaced 
by cooked-up wage-scales and minimum salaries and govern¬ 
ment commissions and labor federations and all that 
poppycock.3 
After all, Dr. Drew continued, this entire industrial matter is not 
a question of economios— 
It's essentially and only a matter of love, and of the 
practical application of the Christian religion! Imagine 
a factory— instead of committees of workmen alienating 
the boss, the boss among them Bmiling, and they smile 
back, the elder brother and the younger. Brothers, 
that’s what they must be, loving Brothers, and then 
^Babbitt, p. 234. 
2Ibid., p. 313. 
3Ibid., p. 314. 
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strikes would be inconceivable as hatred in the home.^ 
Nor. are the Presbyterians unmindful of monetary matters. Larger crowds 
mean more money, more prestige. Dr. Drew and his co-workers were 
aware of this. He oalled a conference with Chum Frink, Babbitt, and 
the banker William Eathome. He explained that the Sunday School need¬ 
ed bolstering and that while it was already the fourth largest in Zenith, 
there was no reason why it should not be first. And he added: 
I want to request you, if you will, to fom a committee 
of advice and publicity for the Sunday School; look it 
over and make any suggestions for its betterment, and 
then, perhaps, see that the press gives us some attention 
—give the public some really helpful and constructive 
news instead of all these murders and divorces.** 
The committee did just that. The Sunday School was organized — anry 
fashion— into competitive units of whioh Drew was appointed Commanding 
General and Babbitt Chief of Staff. By means of a skillful publicity 
campaign and promotions and awards, money (much money) was raised, to 
the immense satisfaction of all concerned. 
It is interesting to note that while all the Protestant denomina¬ 
tions indulged in this or similar money-making tactics, each deplored 
such a practice in the others. And everyone was astounded by the lack 
of the "true principle" in everyone else. All the Protestants, Lewis 
declares in Elmer Gantry, 
wanted to throw ruinous questions about the Immaculate 
Conception at Father Smeesby, and Father Smeesby...had 
ready, in ease they should attack the Catholic Church, 
the story of the ant who said to the elephant, "Move 
over, who do you think you’re pushing?"** 
^Babbitt, p. 314. 
2Ibid., p. 207. 
3 
Elmer Gantry, p. 347. 
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And all the denominations, excepting Mr. Tillish ^she Christian 
Scientist^, wanted to inquire of Mr. Tillish how he had ever teen mis¬ 
led by that mountebank, Maiy Baker Eddy. And all except Rabbi Amos 
wanted to know why Jews were such numbskulls as not to join the Christian 
faith.1 
With Christian Scientists and their alleged and miraoulous healing 
powers Lewis has no patience whatever; he holds them up to utter ridicule. 
Christian Scientists appear to him simpering, glib charlatans forever talk¬ 
ing and talking and talking about the "nothingness of evil," the "all- 
ness of mind" and "sickness, poverty and death are unreal" and "evil is 
destroyed by a sense of good." Whenever their formulas fail to cure a 
subject the failure is never owing to the inherent absurdity of their prem¬ 
ises but to the patient's weakness of belief, or of his lack of "good think¬ 
ing." Exponents of Christian Science are just as insular, as narrow, as 
those of other sects; against other religious groups they harbor the same 
prejudices that those groups nurse against Christian Science. And repeat¬ 
ed fiascos do not dim their enthusiasm in the least; for Science, they 
maintain, is the"promised comforter," the solution to all problems, the 
answer to all questions, to cure for all woes. If all people would only 
heed to Science! 
Bub when it comes to doing something practical, like contributing 
to a worthy charity or ameliorating some situation productive of crime 
and vice, Scientists evade the issue completely. After all, they assert, 
poverty is unreal, and to acknowledge it endows it with power. Further¬ 
more, errors like poverty, like sickness and vice, may be destroyed 
Inter Gantry, p. 347. 
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merely lay vinderstending that Sod is All-in-All. As Irving Tillish ex¬ 
plains in Elmer Gantry; 
For both the poverty-laden and the vicious-- For all 
such, the truth is clearly stated in 'Science and 
Health' and made public in all our meetings—the 
truth that both vice and poverty, like sickness, are 
unreal, are errors, to be got rid of by understanding 
that God is All-in-All; that disease, death, evil, sin 
deny good, omnipotent God, life. 
And if the victims of these errors refuse to free themselves thereof by 
accepting this truth, then shame on theml 
Exasperated as he is with Christian Scientists, Lewis is even 
more annoyed with those groups expounding what they call "Hew Thought." 
Lewis depicts them as outrageous money-grubbing charlatans, and laughs 
them to scorn. Like the Christian Scientists, they are convinced that 
theirs is the cure-all which the world has long awaited. And they are 
equally as smug and absurd. Lewis relates in Gantry: 
...Mrs. Evans Riddle New Thoughter^ and her followers 
knew, in a bland smirking way, that she was instituting 
an era in which sickness, poverty, and folly would be 
ended forever. She was the proprietor of the Victory 
Thought-power Headquarters, New York, and not even in 
Los Angeles was there a more important center of pre¬ 
digested philosophy and pansy-painted ethics. She maintain¬ 
ed a magasine filled with such starry thoughts as "All g 
the world's a road whereon we are but fellow wayfarers." 
But the New Thoughters make even more fabulous claims than the Christian 
Scientists. Not only can they heal "all the diseases in the medical 
dictionary, and some which ^&re/ not," but theirs is the phenomenal 
ability to 
Elmer Gantry, p. 349. 
2Ibid., p. 227. 
5Ibid., p. 227. 
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explain...how ^ne can^ make ten thousand,fifty 
thousand--a million a year, and all this by the Wonder 
Power of Suggestion, by Aggressive Personality, by the 
Divine Rhythm, in fact by merely releasing the Inner 
Self-shine.1 
Hot that these wondrous powers ever workj they don’t. But 
New Thought Leaders (and their victims) blithely ignore this fact. Idiotic 
as their claims are, the way they talk, the manner in which they sell 
„2 
their goods to "dozens of pop-eyed and admiring morons, is even 
more idiotic, as the following passage will illustrate: 
And, oh, my beloved, can you not see, do you not per¬ 
ceive* have not your earthbound eyes ingathered, the 
supremacy of the raja’s quality which each of us, by 
that inner contemplation which is the all however 
cloaked by the seeming, can consummate and build 
loftily to higher aspiring spheres?® 
But this bit of idiot's delight is positively pellucid when placed be¬ 
side the gobbledygook written below. It was delivered before the 
Babbitts —and a large number of others— by a Mrs. Opal Emerson Mudge, 
field lecturer for the American Hew Thought League. In addition to her 
flair for exotic nonsense, Mrs. Mudge was also an "Inspiring Optimist 
and Metaphysical Seer who had lived the Life of Wider Usefulness through 
Concent rat ion." 
There are those who have seen the rim and outer seem¬ 
ing of the Logos there are those who have glimpsed and 
in enthusiasm possessed themselves of some segment and 
portion of the Logos there are those who thus flicked 
but not penetrated and radioactivated by the Dynamis 
go always to and fro assertative that they possess and 
^Elmer Gantry, 229. 
2Ibid., 230. 
5Ibid., p. 230. 
^Babbit, p. 357. 
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are possessed of the Logos and the Metaphysikos but this 
word I bring I bring you this concept I enlarge that those 
that are not utter are not even inceptive and that holiness 
is in its definitive essence always always whole-iness.... 
Face always the day with the dawn-laugh with the enthusi¬ 
asm of the initiate who perceives that all works together 
in the revolutions of the Wheel and who answers the 
strictures of the Soured Souls of the Destructionists with 
a Glad Affirmation.^ 
Truly a tale told by an idiot for the consumption of idiots ! One wonders 
who are the more reprehensible —the purveyors of such imbeciüc nonsense,, 
or the bird-brained creatures who lap it up. Yet the sad fact remains that 
Hew Thoughters never went lacking for customers, nor suffered from want of 
funds. 
Equally contemptible in Lewis’s eyes are those traveling evangelists 
whose trademark is their eternal noisiness. Three instances of this breed 
of charlatan appear in the selected novels. Two of them, Mike Monday (in 
Babbitt) and Jat Snood (in Kingsblood Royal) are represented as vicious, 
evil, coldly calculating, money-happy salesmen of salvation; the third, 
Sharon Falconer in Gantry, is revealed «as a monomaniac with delusions of 
grandeur. She really believed that she could perform the miracles of heal¬ 
ing which she loudly advertised from her pulpit; the other two specialised 
in denouncing threats to the status quo and in pacifying the unfortunate 
masses. And they were all of them interested in getting money, money, and 
* 
more money. Racketeers all. Mike Monday had been a prizefighter, from which 
profession he had earned only his "crooked nose, his celebrated vocabulary, 
and his stage-presence." He advertised himself widely as the Prophet with 
a Punch whose skilled organization had reduced the cost of spiritual 
babbitt, pp. 357-358. 
2 
Ibid*9 p« 98• 
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regeneration to an all-time lows he had converted upwards of two-hundred 
thousand lost and presumably priceless souls at an average cost of less 
1 
than ten dollars a head. 
Monday regarded himself as an unparalleled explainer of the "straight 
and simple Word of God," and bitterly denounced his detractors: 
There's a lot of smart college professors and tea-guzzling 
slobs in this burg that say I'm a roughneck and a never- 
wuzzer and my knowledge of history is not-yet. Oh, there's 
a gang of woolly-whiskered book-lice that think they know 
more than Almighty God, and prefer a lot of Hun science 
and smutty German criticism to the straight and simple Word 
of God....Those pups are saying now that I hog the gospel- 
show, that I'm in it for the coin. Well, now listen folks ! 
I'm going to give those birds a chance ! They can stand 
right up here and tell me to my face that I'm a galoot and 
a liar and a hick! Only if they do—if they do! — don't 
faint with surprise if some of those rum-dumm liars get one 
good swift poke from Mike, with all the kick of God's Flam¬ 
ing Righteousness behind the wallop!** 
Monday was able to continue raving, and before large crowds. No one was 
ever in the mood for one of his "good swift pokes," with or without "God's 
Flaming Righteousness" behind it. 
Grand Republic's Jat Snood was just as despicable. A complete phony, 
he wore the title of Doctor of Divinity though he had not even finished high 
school. He owned and reigned over an establishment romantically called 
"God's Prophecy Tabernacle: Founded on the Book: Christ for All and All 
for Christ." From this temple Snood disseminated a variety of balderdash. 
He got the awed attention of his audiences by well-phrased and alarming 
remarks on the dangers of hell. Then he made them rejoice in the fact that 
here, in God's Prophecy Tabernacle, they were on the road to heaven. And 
even if the lower levels of society to whom Snood catered could not mix with 
^"Babbitt., p. 98. 
2 
Ibid., p. 99. 
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the social elite of the city, they could mingle freely with God, His 
% 
angels, and the souls of the elect at God’s Prophecy Tabernacle. In ad¬ 
dition to his other talents, Snood possessed finesse at playing on race 
hatreds 
The time hasn’t come yet to revive the Klan, but when we 
do, I want all of you, my dear saints in Christ, to realize 
what it means to erect in high places the cross that re¬ 
generates, the fire that purifies, the Book that gives 
wisdom, and the whip and rope that were used by our Lord 
himself upon the money-changers in the Temple, and that we 
shall use upon the fiends, in the black image of Satan, 
who have run away from our kindly Southland to force them¬ 
selves, by the thousands, into our factories, our restaurants, 
our very homes and beds!* 
Monday and Snood were exponents of the overpowering, block-buster 
manner; but Sharon Falconer employed a different approach. She achieved 
the same end (great crowds, greater profits) with different means. Instead 
of haranguing her listeners with dire threats of future brimstone-in-techni- 
color hells, from which she alone could save them, she gained their admira¬ 
tion by making them think her as frail as they» 
Oh, my dear people, ny dear people, I am not going to 
preach tonight—we are all so weary of nagging sermons 
about being nice and good! I am not going to tell you 
that you’re sinners, for which of us is not a sinner? I 
am not going to explain the Scriptures. We are all bored 
by tired old men explaining the Bible through their noses ! 
No! We are going to find the golden Soriptures written in 
our own hearts, we are going to sing together, laugh to¬ 
gether, rejoice together like a gathering of April brooks, 
rejoice that in us is living the veritable spirit of the 
Everlasting and Redeeming Christ Jesus!** 
But Sharon’s trump card was her offer of healing to all comers. It was this 
healing balm, so freely and so unctuously bestowed, that sent her to the 
Kingsblood Royal, p..186. 
» 
Elmer Gantry, p. 157. r 
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heights. She did not really heal anyone, of course, but she went through 
the motions so lustily and thoroughly that onlookers were completely con¬ 
vinced. On one oooasion she anointed a deaf woman’s ears with shotgun oil. 
The deaf one screamed that her hearing had returned. 
Though this was untrue, it created a sensation in the tabernacle, and 
caused Sharon to see herself as a great worker of miracles. It even 
occurred to her that the "next Messiah might be a woman ^Sharon, of course^, 
and ^bhatÿr that woman might now be on earth, just realizing her divinity."^- 
So the deluded Sharon continued to delude her followers (with ever-mounting 
profits) until the night she was burned to death in the fire that destroyed 
her tabernacle and most of her luckless listeners. 
2 
As was pointed out earlier, an attitude such as that which "polite 
society" holds toward religion makes possible not only the many evils ex¬ 
isting among the various sects, but enables religious racketeers to flourish 
as well. Several of these profiteers (the Presbyterian Dr, Drew, New 
Thoughters the Mrs. Madge and Riddle, and Evangelists Monday, Snood, and 
Faelconer) have been scored in the foregoing pages in connection with the 
factions they represent. But when placed beside the monstrous Elmer Gantry, 
each appears as does the proverbial mole-hill in contrast with the pro¬ 
verbial mountain. It is to a sorutiny of Gantry that I now turn, for in 
this master of evil there exists nearly every conceivable blemish, every 
imaginable foulness. As Pattee has observed, Elmer Gantry is "an exposure 
of the utter depravity of the Christian ministry, a concentration into one 
Ï ——— ■ 
Elmer Gantry, p. 214. 
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See supra, p. 20 end pip.. 28-29. 
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character of all the charges ever made against ministerial hypocrisy. 
About Gantry there is nothing whatever praiseworthy. He was ignorant, 
bigoted, hypocritical, noisy, leoherous, —in short, "a synthesis of all 
the villainies, short of murder, which the most villainous villain could 
2 
commit. 
Gantry's basenesses are so interrelated and so unceasing that the best 
manner in which to reveal them is by a brief and pointed account of his life 
as Lewis delineates it. When one first sees Gantry one finds him drunk and 
longing for a fight in which to display his manly strength. One hears him 
express his contempt for academic endeavors of any sort whatever, and one 
learns that he had come to college to pick up as much knowledge as may be 
of cash value, and no more. And, of course, he did not mean to exert any 
more energy than the barest minimum in the acquisition of this knowledge. He 
did not want to become a preacher, but when he discovered the thrill of sway¬ 
ing audiences with his powerful voice (and the possibilities of large 
collections), he decided that the ministry was the profession for him. 
In spite of the Call to Preach (directly from God) which he strenuously 
averred to have received, Elmer continued to drink, to curse, and to carouse 
with harlots. There was a brief let-up in these activities (during his first 
term in Divinity Sohool), but it was owing not to a Christian's-love of morals 
as much as a lack of persons with whom to indulge in delightful sins. Elmer's 
hypocrisy knew no bounds. The following colloquy between him and a former 
chum of his, one Hank MoVittle, is but one of many monuments of Elmer's in¬ 
sincerity. He heid just been ordained. 
^Fred Lewis Pattee, The New American Literature, 1890-1930 (New York, 
London, ^T930^’, p. 343. 
^Walter Lippman, Men of Destiny (New York, 1927), p. 89. 
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Hank: Well, Elmy, going to be a preacher, eh? 
Elmer: I am, Hank. 
Hank: Like it? 
Elmer: I do, Hank. I love it I I love the ways of 
the Lord, and X don’t ever propose to put my foot 
into any otherl Because I’ve tasted the fruit of 
evil, Hank—you know that. And there’s nothing to 
it. What fun we had, Hank, was nothing to the 
peace and joy I feel now. I’m kind of sorry for 
you, my boy.... Why don’t you try to get right, 
with God? Or maybe you’re smarter than he isi 
Elmer’s voioe indicated that he was verily made of truth —though he knew 
he lied. One of the first things he did following his first appointment 
at the Schoenbeim Church at Babylon, Winnemac, was to seduce the daughter 
of one of his deacons. When the secret affair became known, Elmer schemed 
his way out by tricking the girl, LuLu Bains, and her friend Floyd Naylor 
into a rendezous which Elmer "accidentally** discovered. This from a man 
whose avowed purpose was to "do a lot of good—give help and— And explain 
2 
religion." Leaving Sohoenheim, Elmer proceeded to muff another appoint¬ 
ment, this time at a small chapel at Monarch, far removed from Babylon, 
the scene of the first debacle. Enroute to this new job, he fell in with 
riotous companions and immediately became one of them. The upshot of this 
bit of misbehavior was that he was kicked out of the Baptist denomination. 
After a short and unrewarding period as a seller of farm implements, 
he took up with a half-mad evangelist named Sharon Falconer, with whom he 
soon became intimate, and whose sudden and fiery death left him stranded. 
Then he became involved with a Mrs. Evans Riddle, another crack-pot, faith¬ 
healing evangelist with whom he soon parted company when she caught him 
thieving. The things he learned from her enabled him to set himself up as 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 76. 
2Ibid., p. 86. 
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a healer and solver of problems. He attacted numbers of people by 
establishing a salon at a local hotel and advertising himself in the news¬ 
papers as if he were a toothpaste or a beauty creams 
THE WORLD OWES YOU A MILLION DOLLARS] 
Why Don’t You Colleot It? 
What brought millions to Rockefeller, Morgan, Carnegie? 
WILL POWERI It’s within you. Leam to develop it. You 
can! The world-mastering secrets of the Rosicrucians and 
Hindu Sages revealed in twelve lessons by the renowned 
Psychologist 
ELMER GANTRY, Ph.D., D.D., Ps.D. 
Write or phone for FREE personal consultation 
THE BOWERS HOTEL^ 
Main & Sycamore 
The fantastie formulae he chanted to the fools who flocked to hear him 
make clear the arcane mysteries of the ages are so asinine as to compel 
quotation: 
I can be whatever I will to be; I turn my opened eyes 
on my Self and possess whatever I desire. 
I am God’s child, God created all good things inclu¬ 
ding wealth, and I will to inherit it. 
I am resolute —I am utterly resolute-- I fear no man, 
whether in offices or elsewhere. 
Power is in me, encompassing all my demands. 
Hold fast, 0 Subconscious, the thought of Prosperity. 
In the divine book of achievements my name is written 
in Gold. I am thus of the world’s nobility and now, 
this moment, I take possession of my kingdom. 
I am part of Universal Mind and thus I summon to me 
my rightful Universal Power. 
Elmer Gantry, p. 231. 
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Daily my Subconscious shall tell me not to be content 
and go on working for somebody else.^- 
Eventually his earnings dwindled to such a precarious low that he 
was forced to give it up. This time he entered the Methodist fold under 
the auspices of a Bishop Toomis. This new appointment, at Banjo Crossing, 
gave him the opportunity to bleat about the "regenerating power of love," 
sunsets and evening stars, and "Would Jesus Play Poker?" Elmer managed also 
to marry Cleo Benham (daughter of one of his members, a man reputedly worth 
$75,000). 
At length he obtained the opportunity for whioh he had longed: a 
pastorate in Zenith. Here Elmer outdid himself. He renewed his old love 
affair with Lulu Bains (who had recently moved to Zenith); he abused his 
wife; he personally directed attacks on a mysterious force called vice; and 
became involved in a cheap intrigue with a comely and calculating steno¬ 
grapher named Hettie Dowler. He briskly dismissed Lulu, with whom he had 
spent many unministerial evenings in his church study, causing her to seek 
solace in gin. Elmer was repaid for this, however, when Hettie'»- presumably 
outraged husband burst in upon a prearranged rendezvous at Hettie’s apart¬ 
ment and threatened Elmer with exposure. His skin was saved by one of his 
Trustees, T. J. Rigg, who had hired a detective to uncover the Dowlers' 
background. Although Mr. Dowlerrs charge (that Elmer had engaged in 
numerous intimacies with Dowler!* wife) was true, he was forced to withdraw 
his grievance and leave Zenith. Rigg's detective had learned that both 
Hettie and her mate were wanted by police in another state. 
And Elmer, the consummate liar and arch hypocrite, had the brazen 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 232. 
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assurance to bleat to his congregation on the Sunday following his 
deliverances 
Oh, Lord thou hast stooped from thy mighty throne and 
rescued they servant from the assault of the mercenaries 
of Satan! Mostly we thank thee because thus we can go 
on doing they work, and thine alone! Not less but more 
zealously shall we seek utter purity and the prayer-life, 
and rejoice in freedom from all temptations! 
While he was assuring God and the audience of his contrition and thorough 
regeneration, Elmer spied a new girl in the choir, a "girl with charming 
ankles and lively eyes, with whom he would certainly have to become acquaint¬ 
ed. And while lecherous notions floated within his foul mind, he con¬ 
cluded the prayer: 
Let me count this day, Lord, as the beginning of a new and 
more vigorous life, as the beginning of a crusade for com¬ 
plete morality and the domination of the Christian church 
through all the land. We shall yet make these United States 
a moral nation.® 
How vile can a man bel Though the book ends here, it may reasonably be con¬ 
jectured that Gantry was able to go on and on hoodwinking and bilking bigger 
and better crowds. Lewis’s novel is enough to make one eye with distrust 
anyone wearing the clerical cloth. 
This examination of organized religion as seen in the works of Lewis’s 
that have been analyzed has sought to disclose, first of all, that it is 
the attitude of "polite society" that makes possible organized religion 
as Lewis sees it; that this attitude is characterized by ignorance, in¬ 
tolerance, opipionatedness,and the idea that religion's chief aims are 
^Elmer Gantry, p. 432 
2Ibid., p. 432. 
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maintenance of the status quo and respectability; that the various de- 
moninations are riddled with hypocrisy, greed, and bigotry; and that 
religious leaders are, nearly without exception, grasping, loquacious, 
narrow-minded, conniving preachers of principles that they never practise. 
This is a harsh and unlovely picture that Lewis has drawn. But this 
is the picture 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION 
When one has essayed a detailed analysis —such as has been attempted 
in the previous chapters— of some particular concepts as presented in a 
writer's wo rip, one finds oneself asking certain questions. Particularly 
do these suggest themselves: Why has the author taken the point of view 
he has taken? What method has he used to convey it? How well has he 
succeeded in conveying it? What is his goal? By way of conclusion, then, 
answers to these questions will be ventured. 
In regard to Lewis, the four queries mentioned above are especially 
interesting. To begin with, Lewis has been noted (even notoroous, according 
to his detractors'^) for his attacks on various concepts that underlie 
American thinking and action. Though this paper is confined to two of them, 
Lewis has at one time or another devoted his attention to several other as¬ 
pects. Cantwell has pointed out this fact: 
...Lewis ^has^ planned nothing less than a catalogue of 
the interwoven worlds of American society, the small towns 
and cities, the worlds of labor and professional poli¬ 
tics....2 
And Lewis himself asserts (through the heroine of Main Street) that 
Not individuals, but institutions are the enemies, and they 
most affect the disciples who most generously serve 
them. They insinuate their tryanny under a hundred guises 
and pompous names, such as Polite Society, the Church, 
For example, in "Honore de Balzac and Sinclair Lewis," Outlook, July 
6, 1927, p. 309, Laurence Abbott decries Lewis as the possessor of an un¬ 
healthy imagination which delights in dwelling upon monstrosities 
"whose vices are unnatural and whose virtues are like their vices." 
2 




Sound Business, the Party, the Country, and the Superior 
White Race.... 
In regard to "polite society" as it appears in certain novels "by 
Lewis, it has already been observed that he regards it as crude, smug, 
2 
complacent, and too often cruel. It has also been observed that Lewis 
looks upon religious sects as being riddled with hypocrisy, ignorance, 
greed, and bigotry.^ It becomes clear, then, that from Lewis's point of 
view, both the concept of "polite society" and the concept of organized 
religion are decidedly wrong, and ought to be righted. His method of put¬ 
ting this across is by means of a brilliant, razor-edged satire which 
blends expertly the elements of burlesque, irony and mimicry. Since the 
principal aim of satire is the correction of the failings it exposes, it 
is perfectly reasonable to assert that, in taking his point of view, Lewis 
is striving to reform, to abolish the abuses, to eliminate the absurdities 
of the American way of life which he so glaringly reveals in his novels. 
Lewis is one of the most trenchant satirists in modern letters. Pattee 
has remarked of him that he "has sold satire to the nation, ^rnaking^ it 
attractive mth a coat of brilliant.. .varnish." When Lewis sets out to 
satirize, he can be deadly. What more effective use of burlesque is there 
than the manner in which his characters never run, but "gallop"; never 
speak or talk, but "warble" or "gurgle" or "carol" or "croak"; are never 
ordinary or commonplace but "vanilla-flavored"; in which interior decora¬ 
tors are "daffodillic young men," "achingly well-dressed"; in which a 
^Main Street, p. 430. 
2_ 
See supra, p. 19. 
3 
See supra, p. 47, 
4Fred Lewis Pattee, op. cit., p. 345. 
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young matron seeks not merely to please her husband and his friends, but 
to become the "community sunbeam"; in "which dancing becomes "the refined 
titillations of communal embracing"? What more skillfully ironic situa¬ 
tions are there than the one in which Elmer Gantiy, while pressing relent¬ 
lessly a campaign against vice, becomes involved in a shabby intrigue with 
a would-be blackmailer of a secretary; or the one in whioh those allegedly 
earnest seekers of culture, the menbers of Main Street's Thanatopsis Club, 
run through the entirety of English literature in a single afternoon? And 
Lewis's capacity for mimicry, for reproducing the American idiom, is well- 
known. What better instance of Lewis's ability to capture the very accents 
and reveal the thought processes of his characters than thiss 
So—Now I've found a play that is clean, and there's 
some awfully funny scenes in it, too, I laughed out loud 
reading it. It's called "His Mother's Heart," end 
it's about a young man in college who gets in with a 
lot of free thinkers and boozers and everything, but in 
the end his mother’s influence....^- 
And this passage is equally as successful s 
Maybe he ^ÇTim Blausser^ is kind of a roughneck, but you 
got to hand it to him; he's got more git-up-and-git 
than any fellow that ever hit this burg. And he's pretty 
cute, too. Hear what he said to old Ezra? Chucked him 
in the ribs and said "Say, boy, what do you want to go 
to Denver for? Wait'll I get the time and I'll move the 
mountains here. Any mountain will be tiokled to death 
to locate here once we get the White Way inJ"^ 
It must be said for Lewis that while he has satirized and burlesqued 
3 
and mimicked, he has rarely everybeen mordant. His attitude is rat he r 
like that of a patient father who, though he knows his child has misbehaved 
Main Street, p. 219. 
^Ibid., p. 419. 
3 
Elmer Gantry is a noteworthy exception. 
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and must therefor® be punished, punishes the child with no sense of 
vindictiveness* He loves the child no less well for its misbehavior* 
He loathes only binding forces; individuals he loves.^ This is attested 
to by the fact that sane of the very characters (Babbitt and Dodsworth, 
to name but two) he has created to illustrate some tradition he hates are 
in themselves really likable beings for whom one can entertain real 
sympathy* 
To extent to which Lewis may have inspired reform is not susceptible 
to anything like adequate measurement. His books have created a sensation; 
they have upset many hornets’ nests. Ho less able a critic than Lewis 
Mumford has written, that "Mr. Lewis has demolished a good part of the 
scaffold of pretensions which conceals the flimsy structure of our insti- 
2 
tutions." People being'as they are, it is highly unlikely that the pro¬ 
testations of a few articulate persons like Lewis, crying in the wilderness, 
will bring about the thorough changes they seek. 
But the effectiveness with which Lewis has exposed vices which ought 
to be corrected has been acclaimed by his reading public and critics alike. 
For instance, a foreign observer has remarked that with Lewis "Americans 
were for the first time to see themselves in proper perspective."^ 
Carl Van Doren ^Sinclair Lewis and Sherwood Anderson, a Study of 
Two Moralists," Century (July, 1925), p. 362^ points up this fact when 
he observes that "From the first ^Lewis has/ set ^himself^ to illustrate 
the conflict between aspiring individuals and the complacent societies 
which oppress them." 
2 
Lewis Mumford, "The America of Sinclair Lewis," Current History 
(January, 1931), p. 533. . . 
3 
Richard Hulsenbeck, "Sinclair Lewis," Living Age (January, 1931), 
p. 481. 
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Further indication of Lewis's skill and accuracy is the fact that as a 
result of his prise-winning novel, Babbitt, a new word passed into the 
American language* Not only this, but Babbitt has been created with such 
insight that he 
has passed from the pages of a book into the raoial con¬ 
sciousness of mankind. He is one of those satisfying 
large symbols which at long intervals some author hits 
upon, and which promptly take on a life that is not confined 
to the books wherein they first figured.2 
In somewhat different terminology Baldwin affirms Cabell. He calls 
Babbitt "at once a person and a symbol. He is America and America's 
2 
craven fear of failure, and he is his own hopeful and beaten self." Main 
Street has been hailed as not only an excellent novel but a penetrating 
4 
and revealing sociological study as well. Dodsworth has been dramatized 
on Broadway, and it and Main Street and Cass Timberlane (which is not utili¬ 
zed by this study) have been filmed. The fact that they were all huge 
successes demonstrates that their creator was able to concoct situations 
and to present personages with whom large numbers of people were able to 
identify themselves. 
Reading Lewis makes one aware that the author's goal is a life completely 
'Babbittry': "smug acceptance of the ethical and social standards 
of ordinary business and middle-class respectability." As defined in 
Webster'8 Collegiate Dictionary, 5th edition (Springfield, 1947). 
2 
James B. Cabell, "A Note as to Sinclair Lewis," American Mercury, XX 
(August, 1930), 396. 
3 
Charles C. Baldwin, The Men Who Make Our Novels (rev. ed.j New York. 
1924), p. 330. 
4 
In American Literature as an Expression of the National Mind (New 
York, 1951), p. 660, Russell Blankenship writes; "Main Street is...a 
sociological study. The author's interest is so centered on the environ¬ 
ment that his plot is fragmentary and his characters are only exhibits in 
the indictment of the village." 
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different from the life he sees about him. Lloyd Morris asserts that 
Lewis has envisaged "'a goal of tolerable and beautiful life' as within 
the nation’s grasp.And Morris continues: 
^Lewis^ tried to sting a complacent nation into aware¬ 
ness that whatever ought to be, could be. He did this by 
showing that what actually existed was inferior, and 
spiritually contemptible. Main Street, which believed 
itself to be the climax of civilisation, was negation 
canonised, dullness made God. Zenith City, cynosure of 
material prosperity and mechanical perfection, yielded 
a life satisfying only to those who never thought or 
questioned....^n^ Lewis's view, his countrymen were 
confronted by a decisive choice. They could submit to the 
sacred institutions imposed by their industrialised society, 
purchasing the enjoyment of prosperity at the price of 
their souls. Or, as individuals, they could resist the 
group pressures that dragooned them into conformity, re¬ 
gain their integrity and command their future. Did they 
have courage enough to defy Zenith City? If not, they were 
likely to become the victims, rather than the masters, of 
their unique civilisation. As things stood, Lewis's 
novels reported that the fruit of material success was 
spiritual frustration.^ 
It is undoubtedly true that the fruit of material success is often— 
though not invariably— spiritual frustration. But if whatever ought to 
be, can be, what is the formula for bringing it about? Lewis at no time 
expounds a clear-cut method for achieving 'whatever ought to be.' Dorothy 
Dondore hits upon this in her observation that those characters through 
whom Lewis expressed himself in his novels 
talk—endlessly. In their studios, their garrets, their 
foreign eating-houses, their office cubby-holes,—at their 
work, at their play, in all-night sessions—about men, 
about places, about pictures, about books, and, above all 
about life. Never on the verge of a solution of their own 
they indefatigably rail at the formulas of others, 
Lloyd Morris, "Heritage of a Generation of Novelists: Anderson 
and Dreiser, Faulkner, Farrell and Steinbeck," New York Herald Tribune, 
Book Reviews, September 25, 1949, p. 12. 
2Ibid., p. 13. 
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undauntedly attack the enigma of existence. 
It is unfortunate that Lewis has not been able to devise a simple 
sure-fire method to eradicate the shortcomings he has so brillantly ex¬ 
posed, and to accomplish the "tolerable and beautiful life" of which he 
has dreamed. Ho method has been offered except by inference, the in¬ 
ference being that, if the paths his characters are forced to follow are all 
wrong, the direct opposite of these paths is all right. Lewis has been 
called, and with a great deal of aptness (since he would probably settle 
for nothing less them perfection) "an incurable romanticist in his disap¬ 
pointment that life is not more like the storybooks where boy meets girl 
2 
and they live happily ever after." 
^Dorothy A. Dondore, The Prairie and the Making of Middle America» 
Four Centuries of Description (Cedar Rapids, 'Iowa, 1926) p. 406. 
^Walter Blair, Theodore Eomberger, and Randall Stewart, eds., The 
Literature of the United States (New York, 1947), II, 892. 
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